Summer 2 Week 3 (15.6.2020)
Hello Nursery,
I can’t believe we are half way through June. I bet you have grown up lots since I last saw you. How did you get on with
last weeks learning? I hope you are having lots of play time and are enjoying playing with your Mommy and Daddy. The
activities listed below are the things we would be focusing on at Nursery. Did you manage to make a kite or decorate an elephant? Thank you for all of your cards and emails, I am missing you all very much.
Love,
Mrs Hodges x

Phonics, Literacy, Communication and Language
Challenges of the week.
Read, read and read lots of books. Have you got any books about animals? I have been reading Owl Babies this week to
Florence and William, they really enjoyed it.
Listen to Jolly phonics (Phase 2) on YouTube. Consolidate the sounds from last week Ee and Kk. The activities that are
listed below are to support teaching the new sounds this week. Really emphasis that these activities begin with the sound.
Activities to support the teaching of
‘Rr’

Activities to support the teaching
of ‘Hh’

Paint or draw a rainbow / make a
nature rainbow using leaves,
stones and twigs / make a road
track on the floor using masking
tape for the cars/ make a shape
rocket.

Draw, colour and cut out a heart
shape– decorate it with lots of ‘h’
letters / make a handprint card
for Fathers Day / make a list of
all the things that make you
happy!

Physical development
Challenges of the Week.
Continue to practise writing your name. Can you hold your pencil correctly? If not ask your adult
to help you.
As we are learning about shapes this week, can you make a shape rocket? First, find some objects in your house to draw around. You could use a cereal box, tin can or a cup. Cut out the
shapes and use the cut out shapes to make a rocket. This activity will help develop your fine motor skills with lots of drawing, cutting and sticking.

Mathematics
Challenges of the week.
Lets revisit shapes! Practice naming and describing 2D shapes. Can you go on a
shape hunt around your home or when you are out and about. What shapes can you
see? Can you describe the shapes? You can use words like edges, sides, corners or
curved to help describe the different shapes.
Can you count the amount of sides and corners the different shapes have? How many
sides does a triangle hove?
Sort shapes.

Mindful Magic
Challenges of the week.
When we did yoga in Nursery it helped to calm down 39 excited three and four year olds. Why not give yoga a go this
week at home to support your mental health and wellbeing. I have attached some yoga cards and posters in the PSED
folder. Also, you could have a go at Cosmic Kids yoga on Youtube. Let me know how you get on!

